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White, full-leather binding, acrylic-colored with copper
highlights. This technique is similar to paste paper.

Notebook covered in reversed snakeskin. Narrow strips have
been cut and rearranged to create a new pattern. Illumination
by Myriam Chesseboeuf.

Full paste paper binding on Aux sources claires, Jacqueline
Francoeur, Montreal, 1935. The paste paper by Hélène
Francoeur and the repeated words across the spine, refer to
the title “source,” meaning “spring.”

HÉLÈNE FRANCOEUR

BOOKBINDING OFF THE BEATEN PATH
BY JOCELYNE AIRD-BÉLANGER PHOTOS BY DENIS LAROCQUE

More than twenty years ago when she lived in Chicoutimi
(Quebec, Canada), Hélène Francoeur brought love letters to a
bookbinder who made a book out of them. For Hélène, it was
love at first sight for a craft that could transform scattered
sheets of paper into such a magnificent ensemble, welladapted for years of caresses! A few years later Hélène returned
to Quebec City, her hometown, where she soon opened a professional bookbinding studio.
At that time, her knowledge was elementary, and she began
the search for a solid and diversified training (such as the one
now offered by CBBAG, the Canadian Bookbinders and Book
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Artists Guild). So began an extensive study that still continues
after more than thirty courses with teachers from Canada,
the United States, and France. Over time her studio became
known, and orders began coming in, courses were organized
in her studio, and her personal work started winning prizes.
In 1995, during a weeklong course at Betsy Palmer Eldridge’s
studio in Toronto, she met the renowned Crispin Elsted, who
manages Barbarian Press with his wife Jan, in Mission, British
Columbia. This studio, celebrated for its sophisticated and
sought-after books, welcomed the young bookbinder from
Quebec City for training in typography in 1998.

Detail of the lettering. “You have given voice to words that chime across generations of consciousness.” – Reggie Ezell

THE POWER OF WORDS
BY JANE EWING
Each fall the world’s largest juried art exhibition, ArtPrize, is
held in Grand Rapids, in West Michigan where Marijo Carney,
Kimberly Dixon, Tina Lee-Cronkhite, Christine Orsolini, Karen
Vosburg, and I reside. As calligraphic artists we have long been
dedicated to building an awareness of calligraphy and, particularly, to presenting it as a revered and respected fine art.
We came to realize that by participating in ArtPrize we had the
opportunity to publicly integrate our calligraphy with a wide
variety of art forms. This was the impetus for my five fellow
scribes and me to embark on a collaborative effort to create a
contemporary calligraphic art piece for entry in the competition. We adopted the name “Scribes Six” and titled our entry
The Power of Words. We then developed a presentation packet
and were accepted for the 2012 exhibition.

Collaborating
We found our two-year collaboration to be an extraordinary
and productive experience. How could that have happened?
Perhaps because we had much in common: each of us shares
the same passion to study, practice, and write letters creatively,
and we support others in this joy of expressing visual language. A shared quest has been to do good work and to share
our knowledge and skills with everyone. Another element
that connected us was our cumulative 150 years of experience
in making calligraphic art. We’ve had formal training with
master calligraphers nationally and internationally, and each
of us has taught and tutored extensively. We have been juried
into many exhibitions and published in Letter Arts Review and
other publications. We could collaborate as equals. In addition,
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2011. Catherine Baptiste (30cm x 30cm).
All photos this page by Carole Vidal.

2013. Louis Aragon (70cm x 100cm).

PABLO DUGAZ
PAPERCUT CALLIGRAPHIST
BY CORRIE CAMERON

Among the envelopes of the “Mail Art Across the World”
project, one drew immediate attention. The sender: Pablo Dugaz.
The text on the envelope was not written in ink or gouache,
and it was not a collage. Instead, Pablo cuts, and he not only
cuts short texts, but also complete poems – in one piece. He calls
himself a papercut calligraphist. (And you thought there was
nothing new under the sun!) Here is a virtuoso at work.
My first notice of Pablo’s work was a picture of a Mail Art
submission mailed to me by Emmanuel Spaeth, a well-known
promoter of letter art in France. (Pablo Dugaz is from Poitiers
in west-central France). I met Pablo and saw his work firsthand in March of 2011. Since then I have been a fan, and I'm
not alone. During Penna 2011 and Penna 2012, the International Week of Calligraphy in Montmorillon (France), Pablo
gave several demonstrations.
14
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Papercut mail from Pablo. It came in the mail shortly after I
wrote to him after seeing his similar MAAW entry.

Watercolor experiments in texture, layers, and color on black Arches Cover.

Moon Palace Sumi ink has been used to create a texture of black on black
with Dr. Martin's Bleedproof and Daniel Smith watercolor layered on.

THE MANY SHADES OF BLACK
Choosing and Using Black Papers by Sandy Wagner
Creating artwork on black paper is a phenomenal adventure; its deep richness seems to bring magic and mystery to both letter and book arts. White
inks appear to take on a new life, while colors, especially metallic and
iridescent ones, dance on the page. However, choosing the right paper and
writing fluid is sometimes a frustrating experience. The paper can be too
soft or absorbent, the ink simply disappearing into the paper. It may be too
rough or fuzzy for your writing tools. Or worst of all, the beautiful finished
piece you put so much effort into fades to a drab shade of gray or brown
soon after it is finished. While I don’t claim to be an expert on paper and
papermaking, I would like to share what I’ve learned with the hope that it
may help you avoid some of the more common pitfalls.

What makes a fine art paper?
Paper is created from plant fibers that are literally “beaten to a pulp,” with
the best being made from 100% cotton, either from cotton rags or from
cotton linters. There are also fine papers made from linen, abaca (banana
leaves), hemp, corn husks, and coir (coconut fiber), to name a few. Today
many manufactured papers begin with wood pulp. The pulping process
aims to separate the cellulose fibers (used for the paper) from the lignin
(the “glue” that holds the plant cells together) and the hemicelluloses.
Chemical pulping reduces the acidic lignin and hemicelluloses by turning
them into small particles that can be washed away without weakening the
paper fibers. Why is this important? Because acid is an enemy of paper and
we need our artwork to last.
In catalogs we see terms bandied around such as acid-free, neutral,
lignin-free, chlorine-free, archival, conservation grade, and even ageresistant. Acid-free paper is a product which, when mixed with water, has a
pH of between 7.0 and 8.0. Neutral paper has pH of 7.0. With the advent of
buffering compounds such as calcium carbonate, it has become much easier
to produce machine-made acid-free paper from wood pulp. Those papers
can be made acid-neutral with buffering, but you should know that any
small amount of lignin remaining in the pulp will eventually return the
acidity to the paper. Look for both acid-free AND lignin-free for longer-
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lasting paper, and if you want to know the support (paper) for your art is
truly going to endure, opt for 100% cotton.
Once you have identified paper that won’t deteriorate with age, it’s time to
insure it also maintains its color. Dark papers, especially black, are notorious for fading or shifting color over time. One reason is that most are made
with dyes rather than pigments. (Pigments are much more resistant to UV
light and fade more slowly than dyes.) Dye may be either liquid or soluble
in liquid. Pigment, on the other hand, is suspended in the liquid. Think of
coloring a strand of hair: dye becomes completely absorbed into the strand
of hair, while pigment adheres to the outside of the hair strand like minute
particles of sand. It’s often difficult to know whether a particular paper
is pigmented or dyed. Catalog blurbs often don’t indicate how the paper
is colored and may say nothing or use terms such as “highly lightfast,”
“lightfast,” “light resistant,” or even something as vague as “direct dyes with
normal light-fastness values.”
One easy way to determine whether your favorite papers will maintain
their original color is to perform your own test to determine how lightfast
they actually are. For this article, I selected twenty-five readily available

PARCHMENT AND AGING EFFECTS
Techniques and Pitfalls
BY DANIEL REEVE

The Lord of the Rings map of Middle-earth, which uses many
watercolor effects.

To get an aged look on a piece of paper – to make convincing
parchments, vellums, antique writing surfaces of all kinds – how is
it done? The film industry standard method, to this day, is to stain
a piece of paper with tea or coffee or a combination of the two. It
actually gives a pretty good result; the color produced is lovely – just
a little one-dimensional. Well, being a watercolor artist, I decided
to try to push the envelope a bit. But firstly, why? Why go to all
this trouble, when you could just go and buy interesting-looking,
handmade papers? Because they are neither distinctive enough
nor striking enough, and often will not take ink without bleeding.
Whereas creating these effects by hand means that every piece is
an individual work of art and delivers maximum impact, and that
is important. Whether creating movie props, advertisement props,
pieces for exhibition or sale – each map, scroll, or parchment must
be a unique, never-seen-before artifact.
The process I developed involves two or more watercolor washes,
either before or after the calligraphy and any line work is done. First,
I find it is often best to stretch the paper before you start: soak the
paper in cold water, then tape it to a board using gummed paper
tape and let it dry. This prevents the paper from cockling – going
from a flat sheet to one rippled with hills and valleys – when watercolor washes are applied. (If the paper is cockled, it causes all the
colors to run into the valleys). However, if the finished piece needs
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to have a rough, exposed edge, then taping it down is not an option.
Instead, I wet one side of the paper, then turn it over and create my
effect on the other side. Having both sides wet prevents the paper
from curling – it doesn’t know which way it wants to curl!
I have found that a hake (pronounced ha-kay) brush is ideal for
creating soft washes. This oriental-style, goat-hair brush holds a
huge amount of water and easily avoids hard edges. I use watercolor
paint, usually (but not always) on watercolor paper. There are all
kinds of parchments and aging effects, ranging from dull and drab
to colorful and interesting. Depending on the look I want to achieve,
I might use a very limited palette of perhaps two colors, or a multilayered effect with many colors to provide richness and depth.
My most truly parchment-like effect is achieved using only two
colors: Burnt Sienna and Indigo. Mixing just these two colors in
different proportions produces a beautiful range of soft grays, from
cool and bluish to very warm. The result can be very subtle, with
more effect produced by variation in tone rather than variation in
color.
Another approach is to make a (relatively) colorful base, then
apply layers of earth colors over the top. For my underlying base,
I use Alizarin Crimson, Phthalo Blue, and Viridian Green. As well
as permanently staining the paper, these pigments have very good
transparency; for both of these reasons, these colors will make a
better base than, say, Cadmium Red, Cerulean Blue, Emerald Green.
So, my first layer is an uneven mottling of red, blue and green,
applied separately (but all in one session) onto pre-wetted paper. I
allow the colors to mix together in some areas, in other places I keep
them separate, and I also ensure that some paper is left white.
Once dry, I follow this with washes of whatever earth colors I’ve
chosen, plus perhaps some Indigo if I want to keep the overall color
neutral. The earth colors I use most are Raw Sienna, Burnt Sienna,
and Raw Umber, the proportions varying depending on the required
look. I use Burnt Umber less frequently, though it is good for making darkened edges or dark stains. Spots of Burnt Sienna make
convincing foxing stains.
This process is repeated a number of times, always allowing each
layer to dry before the next is applied. Now, even though some color
will be washed out each time, some will also stay put, and each layer
will soften any hard edges of the layers underneath so that eventually, layer by layer, the parchment look will start to appear.
The fact that earth colors lift can be used to advantage during this
process. I flick clear water onto the still-damp paint: the droplets
force the pigment away from where they land, creating lighter
patches surrounded by darker tide marks. Timing is important: if
this is attempted while the paint is too wet, it will continue to run
freely in the extra water and the effect will be lost, whereas if the
paint is too dry it will not move at all.

